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Abstract

We present an approach for operating unknown one-degree-of-freedom (DoF) mechanisms, using a compliant robot. The
key aspect of our approach is that we make only little assumptions about the operated mechanism in terms of imposed
kinematic constraints on the end-effector as well as dynamic properties, which can not always be neglected.
The proposed system consists of: i) a constraint estimator using end-effector velocity measurements to obtain the first
order constraint parameter; ii) a controller, using the estimation to produce adequate set-points for the compliant robot;
and iii) a controller for a moving base to extend the workspace of the attached manipulator.
The proposed scheme was implemented on two conceptually different robots which demonstrates the general applicability
on different hardware. The implementations were successfully tested on various mechanisms in human environment, like
doors, drawers or cranks.

1 Introduction

A new need for compliant robots is becoming apparent,
with robots leaving their predefined workplaces and enter-
ing human environments. First and utmost reason being
new safety concerns of these systems, as robots are ex-
pected to physically interact with humans, as the environ-
ment becomes more uncertain, programmers can no longer
rely on given models or maps without the risk of damaging
the robot or its surroundings. Especially, when the robot is
in contact with the environment even small errors in the po-
sitioning can have devastating results. Even simple tasks,
like opening a cupboard, are not straight forward and re-
quire a new robot design and control paradigm.
With this work we present a general paradigm for operating
unknown constrained mechanisms, like doors and drawers
of different kinds.
A compliant robot, where the compliance is realized in
terms of a physical relationship between forces and mo-
tions, what is for example realized in impedance control
[5]. The interaction-force of the robot is controlled in-
directly via the relationship between a virtual or desired
set-point and the physical robot. For joint compliance the
applied force vector is not necessarily aligned with the po-
sition displacement. This case is treated more closely in
[8]. The application programmers challenge is to design
a set-point-controller, which makes the robot interact with
its environment in a desired way.
We are developing a set-point-controller which uses the
helpful given fact, that most mechanisms in human envi-
ronment have only one DoF. Supposed sufficiently tight
coupling between end-effector and operated mechanism,
the end-effector trajectory is determined by the mechanism
itself. This important property of such constrained mech-
anisms is exploited to estimate the direction of possible
movements by observing the current translational velocity
of the end-effector.
The main advantage of our approach is, that we do not
assume detailed knowledge neither about the constraints,

nor the required interaction forces. Especially the un-
known forces make it hard to apply force tracking schemes.
So, instead of tracking desired forces directly, we explore
the manipulators workspace with its virtual configuration,
while continuously estimating the possible direction of
motion.
To enable a large class of robots using only joint encoder
measurements, we avoid additional sensors (e.g. tactile) or
specialized end-effectors. The present work is focused on
the concrete implementation of our approach on two differ-
ent systems and its practical applicability. The two systems
are: 1) an admittance controlled mobile manipulator; and
2) a stationary manipulator running joint-space impedance
control. For the mobile case, an approach to resolve base
movement is also presented in Section 2.3.

1.1 Related Work

Practical implementations for constrained manipulation
often regard it as a planning problem, e.g. [10]. These
approaches require in general specific knowledge about
the constraints and are prone to modelling errors and un-
certainties. A general framework for manipulation under
physical constraints is presented in [7], merging a Kalman-
Filter based constraint estimator and a force controller to
fulfil different positioning tasks. However, a purely ve-
locity and force controllable subspaces is assumed there,
which cannot be guaranteed when operating in human en-
vironment, e.g. spring loaded doors. De Luca captures
kinematic and dynamic constraints in his theoretical frame-
work [2], however, it still lack a real-world implementa-
tion. Recent work of Jainet al. address the particular task
of pulling open doors and drawers with a prosthetic hook,
by setting an appropriate set-point for the impedance con-
trolled manipulator [6]. They referred to this approach as
equilibrium point control. In [11] an additionally learned
kinematic model of the mechanism is used in conjunction
with the algorithm developed in [6] to improve its perfor-
mance. Their focus was on robust task execution, so spe-
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cific assumptions regarding the type of the constraint and
required forces were made.
In [9], we proposed a set-point controller for an
admittance-controlled mobile manipulator combined with
a constraint estimator based on filtering of the end-effector
velocity. In [8], we formulated a general paradigm and ex-
tended the framework to robots with compliant joints. In
the present work, we want to present a general velocity
based implementation of the proposed method for Carte-
sian and joint-compliant robots.

1.2 Manipulator Control

Manipulator Representation

The end-effector velocityv, of a manipulator is related to
the joint velocitiesq̇ with

v =

(

ṗ

ω

)

= J(q)q̇,

wherev is composed of the translationalṗ and the angular
velocityω of the end-effector. In the following the depen-
dence onq will be omitted for the sake of brevity. The
base JacobianJ can be used to compute an instantaneous
inverse kinematics with

q̇ = J−1v, (1)

assumingJ has full rank. In case ofn > 6, the inverse
J−1 can be replaced by the generalized Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverseJ#, resolving redundancy by minimizing
the norm||q̇||.
Another useful property ofJ , is that its transpose relates
the applied end-effector forcesf and momentsm to joint
torques

τ = JTh (2)

where h is the end-effector wrench denoted as
h = [f, m]T .

Indirect Force Control

Indirect force control schemes establish a static relation-
ship between the deviation of the manipulators actual con-
figuration from the desired one and the applied force or
torques utilizing a virtual stiffness matrix. This relation-
ship can be either established at the end-effector or at joint-
level, where joint-level compliance is in general easier to
realize since it does not necessarily require force/torque
sensors.
Control interfaces of this type are for example (Cartesian)
impedance control [5], regulating the physical behaviour
of the end-effector to that of a desired target impedance
with virtual inertiaMp, dampingDp and stiffnessKp,
being all positive definite3× 3 matrices when regarding
only translational motion. The interaction force is then

f = Mp∆p̈+Dp∆ṗ+Kp∆p, (3)

The position deviation in impedance control is the dif-
ference between desired and actual position of the end-
effector,∆p = pd − p which is aligned with the static in-
teraction force, assumedKp has only equal diagonal en-
tries. Asq̈d and q̇d are usually zero, (3) can be rewritten
as

f = −Mpp̈−Dpṗ+Kp∆p,

The impedance control architecture can also be realized in
joint space, realizing

τ = −M qq̈ −Dqq̇ +Kq∆q,

with M q, Dq andKq being positive definiten× n mass,
damping and stiffness matrices in joint space.
This is, despite neglected dynamic forces, conceptually
similar to a joint-space PD-controller with compensation
of the gravitational torquesg(q):

τ = Kq∆q −Dqq̇ + g(q)

For all variants of indirect force control an interaction force
is indirectly introduced into the system via the desired
Cartesian or joint-space set-point.
These schemes have proven excellent stability properties
facing unknown interaction forces [12, 5], hence making
them a popular scheme when operating in unknown envi-
ronments.

2 A Manipulation Architecture for
Constrained Mechanisms

For most practical cases it is sufficient to focus on trans-
lational motions, assuming locally unconstrained orienta-
tion. This is due to the fact that a perfect power grasp is
hard to achieve in an unknown environment and little ro-
tations are basically always possible, due to slippage or
purposely relaxed task constraints, e.g. with caging grasps
[3].

2.1 Constraint Estimator

We are applying a filter to obtain an estimate ofdp, which
is the tangent of the one-dimensional constraint manifold
or the first order constraint parameter. As proposed in [9]
we are filtering the translational Cartesian velocity signal
ṗ. For this we are using a simple moving average filter,
which is the unweighted mean of the previousN measure-
ments, whereN is the window-width of the filter. For a
discrete filter, one can write

d̂p = norm(
1

N

N
∑

k=0

ṗi−k)

whereṗi−k is the measured translational end-effector ve-
locity at time-stepi. The function norm(•) is a normaliza-
tion operator. As the normalization is applied after filter-
ing, faster velocities have a bigger impact on the outcome
than slower ones.
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In addition, we apply dead-banding to exclude small,
hence noisy measurements from the estimation. If the ab-
solute value of the measureḋp is below the dead-band
threshold, it is dropped and some constant vector is as-
signed toṗ, e.g. some end-effector axis or the last valid
estimation.
This local estimator allows us to track different trajectories
without previous knowledge or laborious learning.

2.2 Set-Point-Controller

In contrast to usual force tracking, we have no knowledge
of the required interaction force. Therefore, we explore the
workspace continuously with the virtual configurationqd,
respectively the virtual end-effector positionpd for Carte-
sian compliance, in order to generate a force along the es-
timated directiond̂p

1.
Our set-point-controller provides a velocity inputu for the
virtual manipulator, which has the general form

u = uexp+ ucor,

whereuexp is an exploration term anducor is a correction,
adaptingqd to changing conditions, like changing manip-
ulator configuration or new constraint estimations.

Cartesian Compliance

For Cartesian compliance, exploring alonĝdp has the de-
sired effect of building up a potential alonĝdp. Using (1)
one obtains

uexp = J#[νdd̂p, 0]
T (4)

with νd as desired end-effector translational velocity mag-
nitude, determining the desired exploration velocity. As
the stiffness matrixKp has usually the same entries for
every direction, it has no effect on the direction of the ap-
plied force and hence can be omitted.
The correction term in this case has to maintain∆p ‖ d̂p,
keeping the position deviation, hence the static forces,
aligned withd̂p. To realize this, one can for example add
a term like

ucor = −kcorJ
#[∆p̂

⊥
0]T (5)

where∆p̂
⊥

is obtained from the orthogonal decomposi-
tion of∆p with respect tod̂p via

∆p̂
⊥
= (I3 − d̂pd̂

T

p )∆p.

I3 denotes the3× 3 identity matrix.

Joint Compliance

Considering (2), for joint level compliance an exploration
term like

uexp = K−1
q JT [κdd̂p, 0]

T (6)

whereκd is a constant positive value equivalent toνd in
(4), will build up a static force alonĝdp. Note thatκd de-
notes the rate of the force build-up.
Computing a correction term for this case requires the
joint-space equivalent of̂dp, which can be obtained from

d̂q =
uexp

‖uexp‖
.

The joint position deviation∆q can now also be orthogo-
nally decomposed with respect tôdq, giving the orthogonal
component

∆q̂
⊥
= (In − d̂qd̂

T

q )∆q.

whereIn denotes then× n identity matrix.
Finally we can state the correction term in joint space

ucor = −kcor∆q̂
⊥

(7)

similar to (5), compensating for the erroneous component
∆q̂

⊥
.

2.3 Incorporating a Moving Base

A stationary manipulator has a highly limited workspace.
Even a common task, like opening a cupboard door can
be unaccomplishable for such a constricted robot. More
flexibility by extension of the workspace can be achieved
by mounting the manipulator on a mobile platform. For
now, external obstacles are neglected and base motion is
implemented in terms of a master-slave relationship to the
manipulator, where the platform movementvbase is com-
pensated by the arm with the modified command

ṽarm = varm− vbase, (8)

so that base movement does not affect the global end-
effector position. Note that̃varm, varm andvbase are ex-
pressed in the two dimensional frame, spanning a plane
parallel to the floor. This base-control strategy comple-
ments seamlessly the existing manipulator controller.
A simple platform controller has two tasks with different
priorities. The first task assures that the arm does not col-
lide with the platform. The second task considers an arbi-
trary quality function to avoid unwanted configurations of
the arm, which are in general close to singularities or joint
limits.

Collision Avoidance

The collision avoidance problem is solved by defining arti-
ficial repelling potential or velocity fields between arm and
base. The goal is to prevent intrusion of the arm into a crit-
ical zone around the platform. The critical zone has to be
defined in a way that all collision possibilities are covered.

1A hat indicates estimated values or values which depend on estimations
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Keeping Manipulator inside Workspace

The mobile base has also to execute movements prevent-
ing the manipulator to reach the limits of its workspace,
extending it to the complete plane parallel to the floor. A
way to solve that problem is to first define a quality func-
tion F (q), which gives the distance to the manipulators
workspace. In terms of joint limits a function can be de-
fined as

F (q) = −
1

2n

n
∑

i=1

(
qi − q̄i

qiM − qim
)2, (9)

wheren is the number of joints,qi a particular joint angle,
qim the according lower joint limit,qiM the according up-
per joint limit andq̄i =

qiM+qim
2

. In most practical cases
the joints where a singularity can occur are known and one
can avoid such configurations, by setting conservative lim-
its to prevent singularities (e.g. elbow singularity).
With (8) the base is only able to affect the manipulators po-
sition in the floor-parallel plane, hence (9) should only be
evaluated in this plane. Since this would require solving a
global inverse kinematics problem, only a local evaluation
atF (q + δq) of the quality function is possible, whereδq
can be computed from a sufficently smallδp be means of
instantaneous inverse kinematics (1), effectively givingus
the gradient ofF atq.
We can now apply standard numerical optimization algo-
rithms to find the optimal end-effector configuration with
respect to possible base translations.Figure 1 shows the
contour-plot ofF for an exemplary configuration of the
Accrea manipulator [1].
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Figure 1: Quality function depending on the end-effector
position in the floor-parallel-plane

Two kinds of behaviors can be realized: 1) the platform
could either be commanded to stay always in a small area
around the optimal configuration of the end-effector; or 2)
start to approach this optimal point when the joint limits
are getting close.
The entire velocity command is the superposition of colli-
sion avoidance and optimization term.

3 Case Studies

The proposed general approach was implemented on two
different robots: 1) the Accrea Manipulator mounted on
an omnidirectional base [1]; and 2) a stationary KUKA
lightweight arm [4]. While the first was running an admit-
tance controller using a wrist-mounted 6-axis force-torque
sensor, the second was using a joint-space impedance con-
troller to achieve joint compliance. Both implementations
were using the same constraint estimator from Section 2.1.

3.1 Accrea Mobile Manipulator

The robot was operating in a kitchen environment and was
able to open and close various mechanisms including cup-
board doors, drawers and a microwave. Control of the ori-
entation was resolved by setting the rotational stiffness to
zero, hence realizing a damped force-follow behavior for
the rotation [9]. The interaction between mobile base and
manipulator was implemented according to Section 2.3.
Figure 2 shows the robot opening a cupboard door.
All mechanisms could be operated successfully in all test-
runs, using the same program, without changing parame-
ters or incorporating global knowledge about the type of
the constraint (e.g. linear, circular).

Figure 2: Accrea manipulator on omnidirectional base op-
erating a cupboard door

3.2 KUKA LWR

To demonstrate the applicability of our approach on robots
with compliant joints, the manipulator was running a joint
space impedance controller. The test devices were a
microwave-door and a drawer in horizontal and vertical
configuration, imposing only kinematic constraints in the
first case and due to the mass, additional dynamic con-
straints in the second case. First the approach of following
the constrained trajectory, similar to [6], was implemented.
While the first test case showed a success-rate of 100%
with this controller and the LWR, it had serious problems
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when the misalignment of Cartesian position deviation and
applied force direction was large for the second test case,
leading often to failure of the task.
Hence a modified version, according to (6) and (7) was
implemented and showed the same good performance for
both test-cases.Figure 3 shows the LWR operating a mi-
crowave door.

Figure 3: KUKA LWR manipulating a microwave door

4 Conclusion and Outlook

We presented a general paradigm for operating unknown
constrained mechanisms, based on estimation of the first-
order parameter of the constrained trajectory and explo-
ration of the kinematic constraint with the desired set-
point. An exemplary velocity based implementation was
introduced both for Cartesian and joint-space compliant
robots and a method for incorporating a moving base into
the system without changing the manipulator controller
was suggested. The first working applications indicate that
we are on the right track.
Even though the local estimator showed its potential in var-
ious test-cases, a careful assessment on convergence and
limits of this approach has to be done in future work. For
theoretic completeness the stability of the controller hasto
be assured and a clean solution for resolving the constraint-
and manipulator-null-space has to be derived.
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